OUTLINE FOR A WORKSHOP
Media Art and the Changinq Conception of " (,Art) Work
On the com:70n fear of media art in a media- inundated environment
The analysis cf' the role cf" technical media `Ln art usually
proceeds from the mere existence cf media . This is done as if
the media sudden!-,, existed-, in some quasi-ahist- orical fashion,
an_~ there were some artists whc used it. for the-'r auestlonable
purposes . in other words : a good vi6eo-ar+---,s-- 4Ls ceneral 1 -,
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rhyme, " and "B" says, "My sick urge is the compulsion to rhyme, "
(Note : In German, "B" is speaking in rhyme .) only one of them is
telling the truth,
I . The legitimacy-problems of art :
What about something, or some activity is "art`- "is that
still/already art?" What is beauty? Heael, Kant, Nietzsche . On
the conceptual history of the word "a_rt ." How are the types of
art distinguished from one another? The identity-crisis of art
since the revolt of the abstract . Is there a bridqe between
classical and contemporary art, or is the seed of modern art
already contained in the traditiona! 7 The defamation cf part-icular art forms : comedy, humor, kitsch, On the epi-stemology Of
art, T .S . Kuhn, J, Aaassi, Whv does society todaN- more shari:-, 1v
demand that art as such can reveal itself and justifv itself 7,
Art
7,
and the public .
Il . The converQence of the arts/aoinu-bevond- ~_h ;_=
the arts . Classicism and early Romanticism . The synthesis
-the arts . 1) Transcending the boundaries inside on~E zype
a r . CCases in point : Friedrich, and -L-he landscape as a pr-a
-1 -- e
med-Jum of expression //Impressionism,/Syirbolis,-n,/the liberation
color from the object/the development, acccrdina tc its own laws,
of painting, which is brouqht about by the "liberation"
E . Varese, and music as the oruaniza -tion of sound .
2) Transcen"
_9~ig the boudares of types of art,
aJ-Analogies (for example, between sound and cclor)
,
b) Reference , and the dis-placement of reference (the referenc~_
0 . artistic materials to the external
in --h-'s ccnnectacn
to the inner world .)
C) Identity,", and the alterat_'on of _-de_--'_-_,zy
is red" ; Stein : "a rose is a rose")
d) Fusion~t(for example, combination : multi-media works ;
structures : inter-media wc--ks)
means, c_`
that
3) Transcending the soc -Lal bcundaries --;"
a handed-down conception of 11 art ." Art in the streelE . The "animal'
the body in the sys -11- em. c f art : scie=~_ an
bc-und-=r-J~c
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That which distances itself from the handed-down realm of art,
that is, "art" through activities and objects other than those
inc luded up to the present, will be kept separate, Does it make
sense to make everything capable of being art? Art as a social
process, Is art identical with continual (going-beyond/transcendence)? In transcendence an immanent, creative principle of
art? Is there also a law-of-necessity of transcending boundaries
of art?

III, The expansion 0 - 7 the arts/An expanded conception of art/
Some generative schemes/generative principles" from every-day
activities to anthropology, from "Everything is music" (Russclo)
to "Everything is sculpture" (Beuys) .
rL

IV . Towards an expanded conception of:
the media

It

material," with reQard to

1) Material-ccllages)(paiDer, cloth, wood, towel, raaio),
n -s
Schw 4 t -ters, fron-D_ade-to Pop, assemblies, combine -paint
I/

(Rauschenberg) .
2) Technological materials

(glass,

.

PVC)

and media

(teie-

phone . . . )
3) Technical reproduction- and commun`Lcation-media : photo graphy, film, radio, television, video, print media . .
From mechanical drawina tools, via technical reproduction
lithography to xercx), to picture (in this connection, text)

processing and producing machines .
4) The radical transformation of the CONCEPTION OF (AR-L)WOP-V,

throuah the media .
5) On the nature of' tec- hnoloc ,%,7,/0 ,-. the techncloc~,, of nature,
Tne formal boundaries of mechanization, Problems of undecidedness .
hurt Godel, some meta-mathematical results, zhe theory of return .
On the epistemoloqy of our epoch . Some cybernetic models . The
conce ,pt of the "medium" arises ., inside art history, from the
exDanded artistic conception of "material," through which this
coH`ceTDt is reduced to revroduction- and communication-media . For
decades, art history has encouraged opposition to the changing
conceTD--ion of "(art)work" which has been induced by the media ;

for example, is photography not to be recognized as art (legitimacy-problem)? Through the establishment of the concept "medium"
and the related artistic as well as sociological problems, the
discussion of a sociological aesthetic of media has developed
(especially since 1945) : mass medium (mass language)--artistic
medium (private language), commercial art--avant-qrade art (for

example, commercial film--avant-garde film), banal art versus
high culture, problems of dissemination, the compulsion towards
the development of alternative forms (the productions-, as well
as the transmission-aesthetic, and also dissemination, for
example, underground literature in the alternative press, video),
V . The theory of sians/Semiotics
1)

The semantics of material : alchemy (psychoanalysis) .
2) The semantics 0 .4 the sign : semiotics . Peirce, U . Eco,
R . Barthes, M . Foucault, J . Lacan .
VI . Inter-media
1) The play between material, form, sign, and meanina : from
Masson via Magritte to Jasper Johns .
2) Concepts-Pictures : word-T:)ictures--picture-lanuuaue : -from
concrete poetry to the photo-essay,
3) Mixed media/actions/performance

VII, Media Art
1) Film, photography, records, radio, video, the poster, the
newspaper, the book, etc ., as art .
2) Media-specific art : from analvtic raintinQ (painting wh 4 ch
uses the means of painting to analyze zDaintinc , to -.:hotocTra-_h-,
essence cf~:
which uses the means o_` -,hctcara -Z_-h-,- t- c analvze
photography : equallv, filT-,., video, music whicn _~se the means

in this connection, to analvze, depict, to re~Dresent .
3) Perception-art . With the help of the technical reproduction
media, the reproduction mechanism itself (whether it be natural
or technical) becomes the ob -iect o--': art, The TnediatInq instruments
between sign and reality, between reproduction and object, between
production,
perception and object, between the agent.- c_`

The art of the mechanisms of perception . Is there a parallelness between the history of art and the history of the theory
of visual perception? The "wisdom" of art : "esse est percipi ."
4) The retrospection of the artistic conception of "media"
on the
a)
b)
c)
d)

handed-down types of art
Sculpture as a medium of perception : photography, video
The body as a medium of expression : body art
Dropping out
Open question

We are not only concerned with the adaptation of technological media (as the neo-symbolists, the nostalgic "grey
eminences," and those who've "retired" from art think of it ;,
rather our heart tells us that the germ for the development lies
at the core of art itself . We hope that we've also found arguments for this view, Artistic meditations have contributed to
the creation of media, and further extend the media . Media art
is a new branch on the tree of art, Naturally, the new branch
changes the appearance of the tree, I ask for your attention .

(from "Zur Definition eines neuen Kunstbegriffes" 11 June11 Juli, 1979--Galerie Krinzinger, Innsbruck, Austria)

